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Winemaking Notes
Gentle pressing and free run juices create the base of this wine. Traditionally fermented
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and matured in stainless steel at between 12 and 14 degree celcius to ensure vibrancy of
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Vintage Overview
2016 was a very good season with predominantly mild, dry days. Yields were generally
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low and this did result in some excellent parcels of fruit being harvested. Vine-balance
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Tasting
Notes
Bright straw colour, with lime green hue. Aromas of melon, peach and citrus fruit. Similar
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Production
Statistics:
Bottling
Date: 20.06.2016
and fresh.
Sizes: 750ml
Region (GI): Limestone Coast
Production
Statistics:
Varietal
composition:
Chardonnay
Alcohol:
Alc/Vol
Bottling13%
Date:
14.07.2015
Sizes:
750ml
Total
Acidity:
6.5 g/L
Region
pH:
3.25 (GI): Limestone Coast

Varietal composition: Chardonnay

Alcohol:
13.5% Alc/Vol
CSPC:
9327847006561
USA: 7845850 11933
ALLERGENS:
Total Acidity:Minimal
6.8 g/LSulphur Dioxide added.

pH: 3.30clarified with milk; traces may remain.
Naturally
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